Six experiments investigated how variability on irrelevant stimulus dimensions and variability on response dimensions contribute to spatial and nonspatial stimulus-response (S-R) correspondence effects. Experiments 1-3 showed that, when stimuli varied in location and number, S-R correspondence effects for location or numerosity occurred when responses varied on these dimensions but not when responses were invariant on these dimensions. These results are consistent with the responsediscrimination account, according to which S-R correspondence effects should only arise for a dimension that is used for discriminating between responses in working memory. Experiments 4 -6 showed that, when responses varied in location and number, both invariant and variable stimulus number produced correspondence effects in S-R numerosity. In summary, the present results indicate that the usefulness of a particular dimension for response discrimination can be sufficient for producing S-R correspondence effects, whereas variability of a stimulus dimension is not sufficient for producing such effects.
Investigating the effects of stimulus-response (S-R) correspondence reveals important insights into the functional organization of human action control and response selection (see Proctor & Vu, 2006 , for an overview). The present study, for example, investigates how variability of spatial and nonspatial response features affects the occurrence of S-R correspondence effects on a particular dimension to determine which features are used to cognitively represent and to select between responses.
A particularly interesting phenomenon of spatial S-R correspondence is the Simon effect. In a typical Simon task, participants press a left-side key to a green stimulus and a right-side key to a red stimulus while stimuli appear randomly to the left or to the right of fixation. In this task, spatially corresponding conditions (left green S, right red S) produce faster responses and higher accuracy than spatially noncorresponding conditions (left red S, right green S). This finding, denoted the Simon effect, shows that spatial S-R correspondence affects performance even when stimulus location is irrelevant for the task at hand (e.g., Simon & Rudell, 1967 ; see Proctor & Vu, 2006 , for a review).
Nonspatial variants of the Simon effect have also been reported. For example, Kunde and Stöcker (2002) demonstrated a Simon effect with regard to the correspondence between the duration of stimuli and responses. In particular, these authors showed that short keypresses were initiated more quickly to stimuli with short duration than to stimuli with long duration, whereas the opposite result was observed with long keypresses. More recently, Miller (2006) demonstrated a Simon effect with regard to the correspondence between the numerosity of stimuli and responses. In particular, he showed that a single keypress was initiated more quickly to one stimulus than to a pair of stimuli, whereas the opposite result was observed for a sequence of two keypresses.
The most popular account of spatial Simon effects makes three assumptions. The first assumption is that an attention shift to the location of the imperative stimulus produces a spatial stimulus code (e.g., Nicoletti & Umiltà, 1994; see Stoffer & Umiltà, 1997 , for a review, but see Hommel, 1993b , for an alternative account). The second assumption is that the spatial stimulus code automatically activates a spatially corresponding response code. In particular, dual-route models assume that the spatial stimulus code activates a spatially corresponding response code on a so-called direct route of response activation, while the relevant stimulus code is used to determine the correct response on an indirect route of response selection (e.g., De Jong, Liang, & Lauber, 1994; Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990; Zhang, Zhang, & Kornblum, 1999; Zorzi & Umiltà, 1995) . In corresponding conditions of the Simon task both routes coactivate the same response, which facilitates responding. In noncorresponding conditions of the Simon task, however, each route activates a different response, causing a response conflict, which delays responding or produces an error. Hence, Simon effects (i.e., the difference between corresponding and noncorresponding conditions) result from facilitation in corresponding conditions and from interference in noncorresponding conditions (e.g., Zorzi & Umiltà, 1995) . Finally, the third assumption concerns the structural basis for Simon effects to arise. Many authors believe that the indirect route for response selection rests on short-term associations between stimulus and response codes in working memory (WM), whereas the direct route is believed to rest on long-term associations between spatial stimulus codes and spatial motor codes (e.g., Tagliabue, Zorzi, Umiltà, & Bassignani, 2000; Zhang et al., 1999; Zorzi & Umiltà, 1995) . Similar dual-route models have been proposed to account for nonspatial variants of the Simon effect (e.g., Kunde & Stöcker, 2002; Miller, 2006) .
The main evidence for the assumption that location-based response activation results from long-term S-R associations comes from investigations of the lateralized readiness potential (LRP). The LRP is an electrophysiological correlate of response activation in primary motor cortex (M1) and supplementary motor area (SMA), indicating whether the left or the right hand is activated more strongly (Coles, 1989) . Some studies showed that irrelevant stimulus location can activate the "incorrect" motor cortex in noncorresponding trials of the Simon task (reflected in the socalled "Gratton dip") before the correct hand is being selected, which was taken to indicate automatic response activation on the basis of long-term S-R associations (e.g., De Jong et al., 1994, Experiment 4; Valle-Inclan, 1996 , Experiment 3). The LRP evidence in favor of "hard-wired" spatial S-R links was challenged by Valle-Inclan and Redondo (1998) . These authors replicated "incorrect" response activation in noncorresponding Simon trials when participants were informed about the relevant S-R mapping before the imperative stimulus was shown. It is important to note, however, that they failed to observe "incorrect" response activation in noncorresponding Simon trials when participants received the imperative stimulus before they were informed about the relevant S-R mapping. This result suggests that location-based response activation in the Simon task does not rest on long-term S-R associations that circumvent WM. Instead, the Simon effectand, by implication, activation of the direct route-appears to depend upon the S-R mapping being represented in WM.
To account for this result and related findings, Ansorge and Wühr (2004) proposed a response-discrimination account of the Simon effect. The central claim is that the Simon effect arises in WM from the interaction of codes representing stimulus location and codes representing response location. Moreover, the account claims that participants can flexibly represent responses in WM (see also Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001 ) and that Simon effects will only arise if participants use spatial features, or spatial labels, for response representation in WM. According to this view, the Simon effect does not arise from direct interactions between spatial stimulus codes and spatial response (i.e., motor) codes. Instead, the Simon effect is attributed to the interaction between spatial stimulus codes and codes representing responses in WM. In particular, we assume that spatial stimulus codes tend to activate spatially or conceptually corresponding response labels in WM.
A natural prediction of the response-discrimination account is that participants will use the location feature for representing different responses in WM when responses vary on a spatial dimension, and therefore location can be used to discriminate and choose between responses. By contrast, Simon effects should not arise for a spatial dimension when the responses remain invariant on that dimension, even when location has to be considered for the correct execution of each response. Ansorge and Wühr (2004) provided a first test of this prediction. In their experiments, stimuli always varied on the horizontal and on the vertical dimensions and, therefore, Simon effects could be expected on both dimensions. It is important to note, however, that the authors varied the response sets between experiments to manipulate the utility of each spatial dimension for response discrimination. In their Experiment 2, for example, participants had to choose between pressing a lower left key and an upper right key on the basis of stimulus color. In this situation, both response dimensions could be used for discriminating responses, and Simon effects occurred for both spatial S-R dimensions. By contrast, in Experiment 1, participants had to choose between pressing a lower left key and an upper left key, which renders only the vertical dimension useful for response discrimination. Consistent with the response-discrimination account, the authors observed Simon effects for the vertical dimension only (for further support of the response-discrimination account, see Ansorge & Wühr, 2004; Gevers, Lammertyn, Notebaert, Verguts, & Fias, 2006; and Wühr & Ansorge, 2007) .
The observed selectivity of spatial Simon effects challenges traditional dual-route accounts of the effect (e.g., Barber & O'Leary, 1997; Tagliabue et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 1999; Zorzi & Umiltà, 1995) . Consider, for example, the most prominent dualroute model, the dimensional overlap model of Kornblum and colleagues (e.g., Kornblum et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1999) . The model presumes that perceptual, structural, or conceptual overlap between a stimulus dimension and a response dimension constitutes both a necessary and a sufficient condition for S-R correspondence effects to occur. If such "dimensional overlap" between a stimulus and a response set is given, the presentation of a stimulus will automatically activate its corresponding response. Does the concept of dimensional overlap require variability of stimuli and responses on the same dimension for S-R correspondence effects to occur? We do not think so. The dimensional overlap model-as do most dual-route models-subscribes to the hypothesis that stimulus-based response activation rests on longterm S-R associations. Obviously, to produce correspondence effects, these long-term associations have to connect specific features of stimuli to specific features of responses, and not abstract dimensions. Therefore, as long as stimulus and response features are salient, variability of stimulus or response features on overlapping dimensions does not appear to be necessary for stimulusbased response activation to occur. Kornblum and colleagues also appear to concede to this notion in the following statement: "When the stimulus overlaps with the response (relevant or irrelevant S-R overlap), the presentation of a stimulus automatically activates its corresponding response" (Zhang et al., 1999, p. 397) . In other words, feature overlap between stimuli and responses should suffice for creating S-R correspondence effects.
The response-discrimination account is also consistent with the results of previous studies demonstrating that processing along the indirect route can strongly modulate processing along the direct route in Simon tasks. First, Hedge and Marsh (1975) were able to show that Simon effects reverse when relevant stimulus colors are incompatibly mapped onto colored response keys. Second, Tagliabue et al. (2000) demonstrated that practice with an incompatible mapping of stimulus locations to response locations can eliminate the Simon effect when the Simon task is performed immediately after the location-relevant task. Moreover, in another experiment, the Simon effect even reversed when the location-relevant task with incompatible mapping preceded the Simon task by 1 week. Third, Proctor and colleagues showed that the mapping in a location-relevant task strongly modulates Simon effects in location-irrelevant trials when location-relevant and locationirrelevant trials are randomly intermixed. For example, Proctor and Vu (2002) observed a normal Simon effect when the mapping in the location-relevant trials was compatible and a reversed Simon effect when the mapping in the location-relevant trials was incompatible (see Proctor & Vu, 2006 , for reviews). It is interesting to note that even the reversal of Simon effects can be reconciled with the assumption that Simon effects arise from hard-wired S-R associations, as demonstrated in De Jong et al.'s (1994) dualprocess model. Nevertheless, from their review of mixing effects, Proctor and Vu (2006) concluded, "overall, these results indicate that the Simon effect is not a result of automatic activation of the corresponding response that is hard-wired or over-learned, but that responding can be mediated by S-R associations defined for the task" (p. 139).
The purpose of the present study was to further investigate the selectivity of S-R correspondence effects, as predicted by the response-discrimination account. In particular, the present study addressed two questions. The first question was whether the dependence of S-R correspondence effects on the usefulness of a dimension for discriminating between responses generalizes to correspondence effects for nonspatial dimensions, like numerosity. This question was investigated in Experiments 1-3, in which participants responded to the pitch of tones by pressing a left or a right key either once or twice. In particular, when the tone appeared, participants lifted the responding finger from a central home key and moved it as quickly as possible to press either a left or a right key once or twice. Obviously, this task requires participants to take both the lateral position and the number of keypresses into account when programming and executing their responses. Moreover, the tones randomly appeared at a left or right location, and the number of tones varied as well (one tone vs. two tones), so that S-R correspondence varied with regard to horizontal location and with regard to numerosity in each experiment. However, the response sets varied between experiments in such a way that either both dimensions (Experiment 1) or only one dimension (in Experiment 2, location; in Experiment 3, numerosity) could be used for response selection. The predictions of the response-discrimination account were straightforward. Correspondence effects for location and numerosity were expected in Experiment 1. By contrast, a correspondence effect for location but not for numerosity was predicted for Experiment 2, whereas the opposite result was expected for Experiment 3.
The second question investigated in this study was whether variability of response features on a dimension is not only necessary but also sufficient for producing S-R correspondence effects. Morein-Zamir, Henik, and Spitzer-Davidson (2002) presented evidence suggesting that variability on an irrelevant stimulus dimension is also necessary for stimulus-stimulus congruency effects to occur. In their Experiment 2, participants pressed a key to the color of a centrally presented color patch that was flanked by a colored color word. It is interesting to note that congruency between target color and word color affected performance when word color was varied but not when word color was invariant. Similarly, congruency between target color and word identity affected performance when word identity was varied but not when word identity was invariant. From these observations, Morein-Zamir et al. (2002) concluded that "variance of the irrelevant dimension appears to be a prerequisite for congruency effects" (p. 124). We investigated whether variability of stimulus features on a dimension is also necessary for producing S-R correspondence effects.
According to the response-discrimination account, variability of response features on a dimension might be necessary and sufficient for producing S-R correspondence effects. By contrast, whether the variability of stimulus values on a dimension modulates S-R correspondence effects should depend upon how variability affects the encoding of different stimulus values on that dimension. For example, variations in stimulus location might be necessary for producing spatial S-R correspondence effects. As already noted, spatial attention shifts from a neutral (usually central) location to the peripheral stimulus location are assumed to produce the spatial stimulus code for the imperative stimulus in a typical Simon task with variable stimulus locations (see Stoffer & Umiltà, 1997 ; but see Hommel, 1993b, and Zimba & Brito, 1995) . Such attention shifts might not occur when the relevant stimuli are always presented at the same location because spatial attention can remain at the stimulus location for a whole block of trials, preventing Simon effects from occurring. By contrast, variations in stimulus number might not be necessary for producing S-R correspondence effects for numerosity. We investigated the effects of variability on an irrelevant stimulus dimension on S-R correspondence effects in Experiments 4 -6. In these experiments, the response sets required participants to discriminate responses on the basis of location and numerosity, and we varied only one irrelevant stimulus dimension (e.g., location) while keeping the other irrelevant stimulus dimension (e.g., numerosity) constant.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated whether S-R correspondence effects for irrelevant stimulus location and for irrelevant stimulus numerosity can occur simultaneously when both dimensions must be used for discriminating between responses to tone pitch, as predicted by the response-discrimination account (Ansorge & Wühr, 2004) . Participants responded to the pitch of a tone by moving their right index fingers from a central (home) key to a left or right key, which had to be pressed once or twice as quickly as possible. The response set (e.g., for a low tone, pressing the left key once vs. for a high tone, pressing the right key twice) required participants to discriminate between the responses on the basis of both location (left vs. right) and numerosity (one keypress vs. two keypresses). Moreover, because the tones also varied in location and number, the response-discrimination account predicted S-R correspondence effects for both dimensions in Experiment 1.
Method
Participants. Twenty volunteers (14 women, 6 men), most of them students of the Friedrich-Alexander-University, with a mean age of 22.3 years (range, 18 -29 years), participated for payment (€ 5) or course credit. In this and the following experiments, participants were naïve with respect to the purpose of the study and classified themselves as having normal (or corrected-to-normal) visual acuity.
Apparatus and stimuli. Participants sat in a dimly lit room in front of a 17-in. color monitor, with an unconstrained viewing distance of approximately 60 cm. The auditory stimuli were presented on two PC loudspeakers that were positioned 30 cm to the left and right of the monitor, respectively. A computer program written in ERTS language (BeriSoft, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) controlled stimulus presentation and collected responses. All responses were keypresses with the right index finger on the number pad of a standard keyboard (the 4, 5, and 6 keys). The auditory stimuli were computer-generated tones that varied in pitch (for a low pitch, 400 Hz vs. for a high pitch, 800 Hz), number (1 tone of 150-ms duration vs. 2 tones of 50-ms duration, each separated by an interstimulus interval of 50 ms), and location (left vs. right). The loudness of the tones was approximately 65 dB(A).
Procedure. At the beginning of the experiment, the instructions appeared on the screen, and participants could read them at leisure. Participants were instructed to respond to the pitch of a tone by pressing an appropriate sequence of keys as quickly as possible. Participants were also told that the location and the number of the tones would vary as well, although this would be irrelevant for their task. Instructions also informed participants about the relevant S-R mapping. It is important to note that the response set of Experiment 1 (pressing the left key once vs. pressing the right key twice or pressing the left key twice vs. pressing the right key once, counterbalanced across participants) allowed participants to discriminate the responses both with regard to number and with regard to location. The four possible mappings of tone pitch to response set were equally distributed across participants.
Each trial contained the following sequence of events. First, a screen message instructed participants to start the next trial by pressing the home key (the 5 key on the numerical pad) and to keep this key pressed. Next, one or two tones appeared in a low or high pitch in either the left or right loudspeaker. Depending upon the S-R mapping, participants were required to perform a particular sequence of keypresses to the pitch of the tone or tones. For example, one group of participants was instructed to leave the home key (the 5 key) and press the left key (the 4 key) once to low-pitch tones, whereas they had to leave the home key and press the right key (the 6 key) twice to high-pitch tones. Keypresses and response times (RTs) were measured from the onset of the tone for a period of 2,500 ms. Participants could take a rest between two blocks and could start the next block at leisure. The whole experiment took about 30 min. There were 24 practice trials and 10 blocks of 24 experimental trials each.
Design. The experiment had a 2 ϫ 2 within-subjects design. The first variable was S-R correspondence with regard to position ( position correspondence). The position of the tone or tones and the relative position of the response or responses was either corresponding (i.e., left-left, right-right) or noncorresponding (i.e., left-right, right-left). The second variable was S-R correspondence with regard to number (number correspondence). The number of the tones and the number of responses was either corresponding (i.e., one-one, two-two) or noncorresponding (i.e., onetwo, two-one).
There were two dependent variables in Experiment 1. First, we measured the time interval between stimulus onset and the point in time at which one of the lateral keys was pressed for the first time (RT).
1 Second, we computed the percentage of response errors (PE) for each condition. Note that for each correct response, there were three types of errors (e.g., for a correct response of pressing the left key once, incorrect responses included pressing the right key once, pressing the left key twice, and pressing the right key twice).
Results
To eliminate outliers, we removed all trials in which RTs exceeded two standard deviations from the individual mean for each participant. Averaged across participants, 0.3% of trials with premature responses and 4.3% of trials with delayed responses were excluded. Figure 1 shows mean RTs for the four experimental conditions. The mean interresponse interval for double keypresses was 137 ms (SD ϭ 66).
RT. A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed on RTs from error-free trials, with position correspondence and number correspondence as within-subjects variables. A significant main effect of position correspondence, F(1, 19) ϭ 12.58, MSE ϭ 580.79, p Ͻ .01, indicated faster responses with corresponding than with noncorresponding positions of stimuli and responses (829 vs. 848 ms). A significant main effect of number correspondence, F(1, 19) ϭ 28.36, MSE ϭ 471.92, p Ͻ .001, indicated faster responses with corresponding than with noncorresponding numbers of stimuli and responses (825 vs. 851 ms). The interaction was not significant (F Ͻ 1.4, p Ͼ .25). Fifteen participants showed a correspondence effect for position of at least 7 ms; 18 participants showed a correspondence effect for number of at least 5 ms. Moreover, 13 participants showed correspondence effects of at least 5 ms on both dimensions simultaneously (see Figure 2) , although the two correspondence effects were not significantly correlated (r ϭ .23, p ϭ .35).
PE. A two-way ANOVA was also computed on PEs. The main effect of number correspondence, F(1, 19) ϭ 2.41, MSE ϭ 4.67, p ϭ .14, was not significant. A significant main effect of position correspondence, F(1, 19) ϭ 5.00, MSE ϭ 2.78, p Ͻ .05, indicated fewer errors with corresponding than with noncorresponding positions of stimuli and responses (3.4% vs. 4.2%). Moreover, a significant two-way interaction, F(1, 19) ϭ 6.85, MSE ϭ 3.98, p Ͻ .05, suggested that the effect of location correspondence was restricted to trials with number noncorrespondence.
Discussion
Experiment 1 showed that S-R correspondence effects can occur simultaneously for an irrelevant spatial dimension (horizontal position) and an irrelevant nonspatial dimension (numerosity) when participants can discriminate responses on both dimensions. This result adds to similar observations demonstrating that Simon effects can occur for two spatial dimensions simultaneously (e.g., Ansorge & Wühr, 2004; Rubichi, Nicoletti, & Umiltà, 2005) and studies showing that Stroop-flanker effects can occur for stimulus color and stimulus identity at the same time (e.g., Morein-Zamir et 1 Actually, our latency measure consists of two phases: the time between stimulus onset and movement onset (i.e., finger leaves home key; response time) and the time between movement onset and movement offset (i.e., finger presses target key; movement time). We have also performed separate analyses of the two latency components for each experiment. The results were, of course, very similar to the results reported here for the compound measure.
al., 2002). The following Experiments 2 and 3 tested whether the S-R correspondence effects for location or numerosity disappear when the respective dimension is no longer useful for discriminating between responses.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 tested whether an S-R correspondence effect for numerosity would disappear, whereas the S-R correspondence effect for position would persist, when participants have to select spatial responses on the basis of position only. Therefore, in comparison with Experiment 1, only the response set was changed. In Experiment 2, participants could discriminate between the responses to tone pitch on the basis of position but not on the basis of numerosity (e.g., for the low tone, pressing the left key twice vs.
for the high tone, pressing the right key twice). It is important to note that, on a motor level, participants of course had to consider both the location of the target key and the number of keypresses when programming and executing their responses. However, because only relative position was useful for response discrimination in WM, the response-discrimination account predicts a correspondence effect for position, but not for numerosity, in Experiment 2.
Method
Participants. Twenty new volunteers (15 women, 5 men) with a mean age of 22.4 years (range, 19 -28 years) participated for payment (€ 5) or course credit.
Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure. The apparatus and stimuli from Experiment 1 were also used in Experiment 2. The only difference concerned the response set or sets. The response set of Experiment 2 (pressing the left key once vs. pressing the right key once or pressing the left key twice vs. pressing the right key twice, counterbalanced across participants) required participants to discriminate the responses with regard to location but not with regard to number. The procedure for Experiment 2 was otherwise identical to that for Experiment 1.
Design. Experiment 2 had the same 2 (position correspondence) ϫ 2 (number correspondence) within-subjects design as had Experiment 1. Moreover, the same dependent variables as in Experiment 1 (i.e., RT and PE) were investigated.
Results
Averaged across participants, 0.9% of trials with premature responses and 3.3% of trials with delayed responses were excluded. Figure 3 shows mean RTs for the four experimental conditions. The mean interresponse interval for double keypresses was 129 ms (SD ϭ 48).
RT. A two-way ANOVA on RTs from error-free trials revealed a significant main effect of position correspondence, F(1, 19) ϭ 56.10, MSE ϭ 278.80, p Ͻ .001, but no effect of number 
Discussion
Experiment 2 demonstrated that S-R correspondence effects for position persisted, while S-R correspondence effects for numerosity disappeared, when participants discriminated between responses on the basis of position only-although response number was still important for executing the correct response. In other words, the results of Experiment 2 demonstrated selectivity of S-R correspondence effects, as predicted by the responsediscrimination account. Moreover, the results present a first piece of evidence that dimensional selectivity of S-R correspondence effects occur not only for spatial dimensions, but also for nonspatial dimensions.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 complemented Experiment 2 in looking for dimensional selectivity of S-R correspondence with regard to position and numerosity. In particular, Experiment 3 tested whether the S-R correspondence effect for position would disappear, while the S-R correspondence effect for numerosity would persist, when participants discriminate between responses on the basis of number only. Therefore, Experiment 3 used a different response set than that used in the previous experiments. In Experiment 3, participants could discriminate between the responses to tone pitch on the basis of number but not on the basis of relative position (e.g., for a low tone, pressing the left key once vs. for a high tone, pressing the left key twice). Of course, on a motor level, participants had to use both the location of the target key and the number of keypresses when programming and executing their response because participants had to move their fingers from the central home key to the left target key. However, because only numerosity was useful for response discrimination on the WM level, the response-discrimination account predicts a correspondence effect for numerosity, but not for position, in Experiment 3.
Method
Participants. Twenty new volunteers (14 women, 6 men) with a mean age of 24 years (range, 21-30 years) participated for payment (€ 5) or course credit.
Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure. The apparatus and stimuli from Experiment 1 were also used in Experiment 3. The only difference concerned the response set or sets. The response set of Experiment 3 (pressing the left key once vs. pressing the left key twice or pressing the right key once vs. pressing the right key twice, counterbalanced across participants) required participants to discriminate the responses with regard to number but not with regard to position. Otherwise, the procedure for Experiment 3 was identical to that for Experiment 1.
Design. Experiment 3 had the same 2 (position correspondence) ϫ 2 (number correspondence) within-subjects design as had the previous experiments. Moreover, the same dependent variables as in the previous experiments (i.e., RT and PE) were investigated.
Results
Averaged across participants, 0.7% of trials with premature responses, and 3.3% of trials with delayed responses were excluded. Results from 1 participant were excluded because her/his movement times (M ϭ 435 ms) were much longer than those of the whole sample (M ϭ 229 ms, SD ϭ 56 ms). Therefore, the following section reports the results from 19 participants. Figure 4 shows mean RTs for the four experimental conditions. The mean interresponse interval for double keypresses was 125 ms (SD ϭ 69).
RT. A two-way ANOVA on RTs from error-free trials showed the expected main effect of number correspondence, F(1, 18) whereas the normal S-R correspondence effect for relative position did not appear, when participants discriminated between responses on the basis of number but not on the basis of relative position. We were surprised to observe a trend for an inverted S-R correspondence effect for position both in RTs and in PEs. This supports our notion that the uselessness of response position prevents normal S-R correspondence effects from occurring, although we do not have an explanation for the observed trends toward an inverted effect. It might be interesting to note, however, that S-R correspondence for position had no significant effects when the latencies of the two response phases (i.e., from S onset to movement onset; from movement onset to movement offset) were analyzed separately. In summary, the results of Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrate dimensional selectivity of S-R correspondence effects for spatial and nonspatial S-R dimensions, as predicted by the response-discrimination account. This result shows that the selectivity of S-R correspondence effects, which Ansorge and Wühr (2004) have observed for spatial dimensions, generalizes to nonspatial dimensions as well. The subsequently reported Experiments 4 -6 investigated the role of the variability of stimulus features on an irrelevant dimension for the selective occurrence of S-R correspondence effects.
Experiment 4
Experiments 4 -6 investigated how variability of stimulus features on an irrelevant dimension (stimulus variability) affects S-R correspondence effects. From the perspective of the responsediscrimination account, stimulus variability should not be a necessary condition for S-R correspondence effects because it does not affect the usefulness of a feature dimension for response discrimination. Whether stimulus variability affects S-R correspondence effects should depend upon how perceptual mechanisms encode different values on a dimension. If stimulus variability is necessary for encoding single values on a dimension, variability on that dimension is necessary for producing S-R correspondence effects. If stimulus variability is not necessary for encoding single values on a dimension, an invariant stimulus feature might also produce S-R correspondence effects. These considerations make it clear that the effects of stimulus variability do not allow distinguishing between different explanations for S-R correspondence effects because all accounts require that the respective stimulus feature is processed at all.
Experiment 4 investigated whether variability of stimulus number is necessary for producing S-R correspondence effects on that dimension. Tone position varied unpredictably from trial to trial, while tone number remained constant throughout the experiment. It is important to note that the response set (e.g., for a low tone, pressing the left key once vs. for a high tone, pressing the right key twice) required participants to discriminate between the responses on the basis of both location and numerosity, as in Experiment 1. Therefore, we expected an S-R correspondence effect for location because both stimuli and responses varied on that dimension. The question was whether invariant stimulus number would still produce an S-R correspondence effect for numerosity.
The stimulus numbers used in Experiment 4 are so small (1 vs. 2) that they do not need to be explicitly counted but can be subitized instead. The term subitizing refers to a preverbal counting mechanism that runs more quickly and less accurately than verbal counting (Gallistel & Gelman, 1991; Mandler & Shebo, 1982) . The present Experiment 4 investigates whether small numbers of stimuli are subitized, although stimulus number is irrelevant for the task at hand and remains invariant across the experiment.
Method
Participants. Seventeen new volunteers (15 women, 2 men) with a mean age of 22 years (range, 18 -27 years) participated for payment (€ 5) or course credit.
Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure. The apparatus and stimuli from Experiment 1 were also used in Experiment 4. The only difference from Experiment 1 concerned the stimulus set or sets. The stimulus set of Experiment 4 (one left tone vs. one right tone or two left tones vs. two right tones, counterbalanced across participants) varied tone location but left tone number constant. By contrast, the response set used in Experiment 4 (pressing the left key once vs. pressing the right key twice or pressing the left key twice vs. pressing the right key once, counterbalanced across participants) required participants to discriminate the responses with regard to number and with regard to position. The procedure for Experiment 4 was identical to that for Experiment 1 in each other respect.
Design. Experiment 4 had the same 2 (position correspondence) ϫ 2 (number correspondence) within-subjects design as had the previous experiments. The same dependent variables as in the previous experiments (i.e., RT and PE) were investigated.
Results
Averaged across participants, 0.1% of trials with premature responses and 4.4% of trials with delayed responses were excluded. Results from 1 participant were dropped because her/his movement times (M ϭ 513 ms) were much longer than those of the whole sample (M ϭ 245 ms, SD ϭ 111 ms). Therefore, the following section reports the results from 16 participants. interresponse interval for double keypresses was 128 ms (SD ϭ 54). RT. A two-way ANOVA on RTs from error-free trials yielded a significant main effect of position correspondence, F(1, 15) ϭ 34.69, MSE ϭ 430.72, p Ͻ .001. Responses were faster with corresponding than with noncorresponding positions of stimuli and responses (714 vs. 745 ms). Moreover, there was also a significant main effect of number correspondence, F(1, 15) ϭ 9.17, MSE ϭ 1,847.51, p Ͻ .01, reflecting faster responses with corresponding than with noncorresponding numbers of stimuli and responses (713 vs. 746 ms). The interaction was not significant (F Ͻ 1). Fifteen participants showed a correspondence effect for position of at least 7 ms, and 12 participants showed a correspondence effect for number of at least 5 ms. Moreover, 12 participants showed correspondence effects of at least 5 ms on both dimensions simultaneously. The two correspondence effects were not correlated (r ϭ Ϫ.07).
In a further ANOVA, we tested whether numerosity effects in RTs differed between the group of 8 participants who always heard one tone and the group of 8 participants who always heard two tones. There were numerically larger effects with two tones (694 ms vs. 740 ms, difference ϭ 46 ms) than with one tone (732 ms vs. 751 ms, difference ϭ 19 ms), but the interaction was not significant, F(1, 14) ϭ 1.81, p ϭ .20.
PE. A two-way ANOVA on PEs showed no significant effects: position correspondence, F ϭ 1.36, p ϭ .26; number correspondence, F Ͻ 1; interaction, F Ͻ 1.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 4 showed that both a variable stimulus dimension (position) and an invariant stimulus dimension (numerosity) can produce S-R correspondence effects when both dimensions vary on the response side. These results suggest that the usefulness of a particular feature dimension for response discrimination can represent both a necessary and a sufficient condition for the emergence of S-R correspondence effects. By contrast, variability of stimulus features on an irrelevant dimension is not a necessary condition for S-R correspondence effects, if stimulus constancy does not prevent the stimulus feature from being encoded at all. Thus, with regard to the mechanisms of number encoding, we showed that small numbers (1 vs. 2) are encoded (i.e., subitized) even when irrelevant and invariant. The subsequent Experiments 5 and 6 investigated how invariance of stimulus location would affect S-R correspondence effects.
Experiment 5
Experiment 5 investigated how invariance of stimulus location affects S-R correspondence effects. From the perspective of the response-discrimination account, both invariant and variable stimulus features should be able to produce S-R correspondence effects, as long as stimulus constancy does not prevent encoding of the stimulus feature in the first place. Two mechanisms for the encoding of stimulus location in Simon tasks have been proposed: attention shifts and referential coding. The more widely accepted attention-shift account assumes that the onset of the imperative stimulus triggers a shift of spatial attention to the location of the stimulus, and the direction of the attention shift produces a code of relative stimulus location (e.g., Nicoletti & Umiltà, 1994; see Stoffer & Umiltà, 1997 , for a review). If stimulus location remains constant across a block of trials, attention shifts to the stimulus location may not occur, preventing stimulus location from being encoded and from producing S-R correspondence effects. According to the referential-coding account (e.g., Hommel, 1993b) , the location of the imperative stimulus might be encoded with regard to a salient reference object (e.g., the response device), and this might still happen when the location of the stimulus remains constant.
Several previous studies have demonstrated Simon effects with stimulus location being invariant across a block of trials (e.g., Simon & Rudell, 1967; Umiltà & Nicoletti, 1985; Zimba & Brito, 1995) . It is important to note, however, that all these studies consistently revealed smaller Simon effects with constant than with variable stimulus location. In particular, with visual stimuli, Simon effects were usually smaller than 10 ms with constant stimulus location in comparison with the usual effect size of more than 20 ms with variable stimulus locations. The purpose of Experiment 5 was to provide a further test of whether Simon effects could be obtained with invariant stimulus locations. Moreover, we expected a strong Simon effect of numerosity in Experiment 5 because stimuli and responses varied in number.
Method
Participants. Sixteen new volunteers (12 women, 4 men) with a mean age of 23 years (range, 18 -33 years) participated for payment (€ 5) or course credit.
Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure. The same apparatus and stimuli from the previous experiments were used in Experiment 5. The only difference from Experiment 1 concerned the stimulus set or sets. The stimulus set of Experiment 5 (one left tone vs. two left tones or one right tone vs. two right tones, counterbalanced across participants) varied tone number but left tone position constant. By contrast, the response set used in Experiment 5 (pressing the left key once vs. pressing the right key twice or pressing the left key twice vs. pressing the right key once, counterbalanced across participants) required participants to discriminate the responses with regard to number and position. The procedure for Experiment 5 was identical to that for Experiment 1 in each other respect.
Design. Experiment 5 had the same 2 (position correspondence) ϫ 2 (number correspondence) within-subjects design as had the previous experiments. Moreover, the same dependent variables (i.e., RT and PE) were investigated.
Results
Averaged across participants, 0.4% of trials with premature responses and 4.0% of the trials with delayed responses were excluded. Figure 6 shows mean RTs for the four experimental conditions. The mean interresponse interval for double keypresses was 120 ms (SD ϭ 34).
RT. A two-way ANOVA on RTs from error-free trials revealed a significant main effect of number correspondence, F(1, 15) ϭ 31.60, MSE ϭ 155.38, p Ͻ .001. Responses were faster when the numbers of stimuli and responses corresponded than when they did not (799 vs. 817 ms). By contrast, neither the main effect of position nor the interaction was significant (both Fs Ͻ 1).
PE.
A two-way ANOVA on PEs showed only a significant main effect of number correspondence, F(1, 15) ϭ 8.56, MSE ϭ 2.68, p Ͻ .05. The error percentage was lower when the numbers of stimuli and responses corresponded than when they did not (1.4% vs. 2.6%; all other Fs Ͻ 1).
Discussion
In Experiment 5, the correspondence between variable tone number and variable response number had an effect on performance, whereas the correspondence between constant tone position and variable response position did not. On the one hand, our failure to observe a Simon effect with invariant stimulus location appears consistent with the attention-shifting account for encoding stimulus location in Simon tasks. The reason is that participants could focus their attention on an invariant location before stimulus presentation, which should prevent attention shifts to stimulus location upon stimulus onset and thus should also prevent Simon effects. On the other hand, however, the results of Experiment 5 seem inconsistent with some previous studies reporting reduced but still significant Simon effects with invariant stimulus location (e.g., Simon & Rudell, 1967; Umiltà & Nicoletti, 1985; Zimba & Brito, 1995) . Therefore, Experiment 6 investigated the robustness of the results of Experiment 5.
Experiment 6
Experiment 6 investigated the robustness of the absence of the spatial Simon effect with invariant tone location in Experiment 5. Toward that aim, we presented a contralateral warning tone before the imperative signal in each trial to increase the probability for spatial attention shifts to the location of the imperative signal. The idea was that the warning tone might, at least sometimes, attract spatial attention to its location, enabling a subsequent shift of spatial attention to the contralateral location of the imperative signal, which should produce a correspondence effect for the location dimension. The warning tone differed from the imperative signal with regard to location, frequency, and number (three short beeps rather than one or two).
Method
Participants. Twenty-four new volunteers (18 women, 6 men) with a mean age of 23 years (range, 19 -29 years) participated for payment (€ 5) or course credit.
Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure. The apparatus and stimuli from Experiment 5 were also used in Experiment 6. The only difference was that a contralateral warning stimulus preceded the imperative tone in each trial. The warning stimulus was a sequence of three short beeps (frequency ϭ 600 Hz) with a total duration of 150 ms. The interstimulus interval between the warning tone and the imperative tone was 500 ms; the stimulus onset asynchrony was 650 ms.
The procedure for Experiment 6 was identical to that for Experiment 5 in each other respect. As a consequence, the stimulus set of Experiment 6 varied tone number but left tone position constant, and the response set required participants to discriminate the responses with regard to number and position.
Design. Experiment 6 had a 2 (position correspondence) ϫ 2 (number correspondence) within-subjects design. Moreover, the same dependent variables as in the previous experiments (i.e., RT and PE) were investigated.
Results
Averaged across participants, 0.5% of trials with premature responses and 4.0% of trials with delayed responses were excluded. Figure 7 shows mean RTs for the four experimental conditions. The mean interresponse interval for double keypresses was 114 ms (SD ϭ 45).
RT. A two-way ANOVA on RTs from error-free trials yielded a significant main effect of number correspondence, F(1, 23) ϭ 37.11, MSE ϭ 229.56, p Ͻ .001. Responses were faster when the numbers of stimuli and responses corresponded than when they did not (729 vs. 748 ms). By contrast, neither the main effect of position nor the interaction was significant (both Fs Ͻ 1). PE. A two-way ANOVA on PEs showed no significant result: number correspondence, F(1, 23) ϭ 2.19, MSE ϭ 5.82, p ϭ .15; location correspondence, F Ͻ 1; interaction, F(1, 23) ϭ 1.13, p ϭ .30.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 6 demonstrate that the absence of Simon effects for location is robust when the location of the imperative stimulus remains invariant across trials. In particular, spatial correspondence between the invariant location of the imperative stimulus and the variable location of a response to that stimulus did not affect performance, regardless of whether a contralateral warning tone preceded the imperative signal on each trial (as in Experiment 6) or not (as in Experiment 5). These results are consistent with the attention-shift account of location coding in the Simon task because the opportunity to focus spatial attention on stimulus location before stimulus onset should prevent attention shifts to stimulus location upon stimulus onset and, hence, should prevent Simon effects for location (e.g., Stoffer & Umiltà, 1997) .
At first sight, the results of the present Experiments 5 and 6 appear inconsistent with some previous studies that have reported reduced but still significant Simon effects with invariant stimulus location (e.g., Simon & Rudell, 1967; Umiltà & Nicoletti, 1985; Zimba & Brito, 1995) . The most likely explanation for the different results arises from an important methodological difference between the studies. In particular, whereas stimulus location always varied between blocks in the previous studies, stimulus location remained constant throughout Experiments 5 and 6. Therefore, we suggest that the need to switch the focus of spatial attention between blocks in the previous studies caused some shifts of attention from the old stimulus location to the new stimulus location at the beginning of each block, which sufficed to produce significant spatial Simon effects. This suggestion also explains the small size of the Simon effects observed in the previous studies by assuming that Simon effects only emerged in the first trials of each block when participants had to relearn the new location of the imperative stimulus. Consistent with this interpretation, we observed a location-based Simon effect of 12 ms in a replication of Experiment 5 in which stimulus location remained constant within each block but varied between blocks.
In summary, the results of Experiments 4 -6 revealed that invariance of stimulus number did not prevent encoding, which enabled stimulus-number codes to interact with response-number codes. In other words, variability of response number is both a necessary and a sufficient condition for S-R correspondence effects for numerosity. By contrast, the invariance of stimulus location prevented the encoding of stimulus location and, as a consequence, prevented spatial S-R correspondence effects. In other words, locations must vary both on the stimulus and on the response side to produce an S-R correspondence effect for position (i.e., a Simon effect).
General Discussion
The present study investigated the prerequisites for observing S-R correspondence effects between irrelevant stimulus attributes and relevant response attributes. In particular, the study investigated to what extent variability on irrelevant stimulus dimensions and variability on relevant response dimensions are necessary to obtain S-R correspondence effects. The response-discrimination account predicts that the variability of responses on a dimension is necessary for observing S-R correspondence effects for this dimension because variability affords response discrimination on this dimension in WM. By contrast, stimulus variability should not be necessary for producing S-R correspondence effects in general, but it might affect whether or not different values on a particular dimension are encoded. That is, invariant (and irrelevant) stimulus values might be encoded for some stimulus dimensions but not for others.
Experiments 1-3 investigated whether variability on response dimensions is a necessary prerequisite for S-R correspondence effects with regard to horizontal position (Simon effects) and for S-R correspondence effects with regard to numerosity (numerosity effects). Experiment 1 demonstrated that Simon effects and numerosity effects can occur simultaneously when horizontal position and number varied both as irrelevant stimulus features and as relevant response features. By contrast, Experiment 2 showed that numerosity effects disappeared when response number (i.e., the number of required keypresses) was constant while irrelevant stimulus numbers still varied, whereas Simon effects persisted with variability of stimulus and response positions. In a complementary manner, Experiment 3 revealed that Simon effects disappeared when response position was constant while irrelevant stimulus position varied, whereas numerosity effects persisted with variability in the number of stimuli and responses. In summary, the results of Experiments 1-3 suggest that the variability of response features on spatial and nonspatial dimensions is a necessary condition for obtaining S-R correspondence effects for these dimensions.
Experiments 4 -6 investigated whether variability of response features is also sufficient for obtaining S-R correspondence effects or whether variability of stimulus features is also necessary. Experiment 4 replicated the Simon effect with variability in stimulus and response positions and, in addition, demonstrated that numerosity effects can be obtained with constant stimulus numbers, as long as there is variability in the number of responses. By contrast, Experiment 5 replicated the numerosity effect with variability in the number of stimuli and responses but failed to show a Simon effect with constant stimulus position. Experiment 6 showed that the failure to obtain a Simon effect with constant stimulus location is robust because even the presentation of a contralateral warning tone before the imperative stimulus tone did not reinstate the effect. In summary, Experiments 4 -6 demonstrated that variability of response features is sufficient for obtaining number correspondence effects, whereas variability of stimulus position and variability of response position are both necessary for observing Simon effects.
The first major result of the present study is that the dimensional selectivity of S-R correspondence effects does not only occur for spatial dimensions, but also generalizes to nonspatial dimensions (i.e., numerosity). This result advances our knowledge about the type of stimulus and response representations that are involved in producing S-R correspondence effects. In particular, the results support a core assumption of the response-discrimination account, according to which S-R correspondence effects should preferen-tially arise for a dimension that can be used for discriminating between possible responses in working memory. In the present experiments, horizontal Simon effects only occurred when the possible responses varied in horizontal position and, therefore, could be discriminated on the basis of position. By contrast, horizontal Simon effects did not occur when horizontal response position was invariant. Similarly, S-R correspondence effects for numerosity occurred when the possible responses varied in number and, therefore, participants were able to discriminate between possible responses on the basis of the number of keypresses. By contrast, numerosity effects were absent when the number of keypresses was invariant. It is important to note that in all of these conditions the absence of S-R correspondence effects cannot be attributed to the fact that participants simply ignored the invariant response dimension because both position and number had to be used for programming the correct response sequence even when being invariant.
The present results challenge a widely accepted assumption of dual-route models of S-R correspondence effects, namely, that stimulus-feature codes almost inevitably activate a corresponding response code on the basis of long-term associations that circumvent WM (e.g., Kornblum et al., 1990; Tagliabue et al., 2000; Zorzi & Umiltà, 1995) . If this were the case, we should have observed S-R correspondence effects both for variable response features and for invariant response features, which was not the case. One might argue, however, that stimulus-driven response activation on the basis of long-term associations might be restricted to members of the response set only (e.g., Shiu & Kornblum, 1999) . On this assumption, response competition in noncorresponding conditions should arise when responses vary on a dimension but not when responses remain invariant on a dimension. Even if stimuli could only activate a corresponding response that is part of the response set, however, corresponding stimuli should still produce facilitation, and a reduced S-R correspondence effect should still occur.
An interesting feature of our results was that the effects of the two experimental variables (i.e., location correspondence and number correspondence) almost never interacted. In particular, the two variables never interacted in their effects on RTs, but the analysis of error percentages revealed a significant interaction for Experiment 1. According to additive-factors method, introduced by Sternberg (1969) , the results of an ANOVA on RTs in twofactorial experiments are informative about the number (and nature) of processing stages involved in the experimental task. In particular, according to Sternberg (1969) , the observation that two factors have additive nonzero effects suggests that the two factors affect two different stages of processing. By contrast, the observation that the effects of two factors interact suggests that they affect at least one common processing stage (see Hommel, 1993a , Pieters, 1983 , and Sanders, 1980 . What do the results of the present experiments tell us about whether position effects and numerosity effects arise at the same stage or at different stages of processing? On the one hand, there is ample evidence suggesting that the effects of spatial S-R correspondence arise at the level of response selection (see Lu & Proctor, 1995, and Sanders, 1980 , for reviews). Moreover, the observed interaction in error rates in Experiment 1 suggests that the two factors affected the same processing stage. On the other hand, Sternberg also conceded the existence of exceptions to his rules. He noted, for example, that factors might happen to affect the same stage additively. This might occur, for example, when different processes select the two features of a two-dimensional response on the same stage of processing. In this case, stimulus location might affect selection of response location, and stimulus number might affect selection of response number, independently.
The second major result of the present study was that variability of (irrelevant) stimulus number is not necessary for producing numerosity effects. Both constant (Experiment 4) and variable (Experiment 5) stimulus numbers produced S-R correspondence effects as long as the responses varied in number. This result has three implications. First, it demonstrates that variability of response number is both necessary and sufficient for producing S-R correspondence effects, supporting the response-discrimination account. Second, the finding constrains the claim made by MoreinZamir et al. (2002) , according to which "variance of the irrelevant dimension appears to be a prerequisite for congruency effects" (p. 124). Obviously, their claim does not apply to S-R correspondence effects for numerosity. It may be that variability on an irrelevant stimulus dimension is necessary for affecting the processing of a relevant stimulus dimension, that is, for producing stimulusstimulus congruency effects. It is, however, also possible that there is no general rule as to whether stimulus variability is necessary for producing congruency or correspondence effects but that this depends upon whether dimensional variability affects the perceptual mechanisms for encoding the particular dimension. The third implication of the observed independence of numerosity effects from stimulus variability is that small numbers are encoded when being both irrelevant and invariant. Small numbers, especially when being irrelevant for the task at hand, are presumably not explicitly counted but subitized (Gallistel & Gelman, 1991; Mandler & Shebo, 1982) . Subitizing refers to a preverbal counting mechanism that runs quickly but inaccurately and therefore becomes ineffective for numbers larger than 4. The present results suggest that neither the relevance nor the variability of stimulus number is a necessary condition for subitizing to occur. Always presenting one tone and always presenting two tones produced numerosity effects, although the effect was numerically larger for two tones, suggesting that numerosity is more salient for two tones than for a single tone.
The third major result of the present study was that variability of (irrelevant) stimulus location is necessary for producing Simon effects. In particular, when the imperative stimulus was always presented at the same location to each participant in Experiment 5, Simon effects completely disappeared. Moreover, Simon effects even remained absent in Experiment 6 when a contralateral warning tone preceded the imperative tone on each trial. These results have important implications for our understanding of the mechanisms that encode stimulus location in the Simon task. In particular, the results are consistent with the so-called attention-shift account of spatial-code formation. On this account, a shift of spatial attention to the locus of the imperative stimulus produces a spatial stimulus code (see Stoffer & Umiltà, 1997 , for a review). In the typical Simon task, when imperative stimuli appear unpredictably to the left or right of screen center, participants will most likely focus spatial attention onto screen center before stimulus onset. In fact, participants are usually urged to attend to screen center before stimulus presentation. The onset of the imperative stimulus will trigger a shift of spatial attention to its location, and the direction of that attention shift is assumed to produce a spatial stimulus code. When the imperative stimulus is always presented at the same location, as was the case in our Experiments 5 and 6, participants can focus attention on the stimulus location in advance, and the onset of the imperative stimulus can no longer trigger an attention shift to its location. As a result, Simon effects will not be observed with invariant stimulus locations. Participants even appeared to suppress an attention shift to the contralateral location of the warning tone in Experiment 6. This finding is consistent with previous observations also demonstrating that salient stimulus events fail to capture attention when an observer directs attention to a spatial location in advance of stimulus presentation (e.g., Yantis & Jonides, 1990) .
The results of Experiments 5 and 6 are inconsistent with the referential-coding account, which has been proposed as an alternative to the attention-shift account (e.g., Hommel, 1993b) . According to this account, the location of the imperative stimulus in the Simon task is encoded with regard to a reference object (e.g., the fixation point), independent from shifts of spatial attention. This account clearly fails to explain the absence of Simon effects in Experiment 6, when a contralateral warning tone preceded each stimulus presentation, because the warning tone provided a salient reference for encoding the location of the imperative tone.
An interesting feature of the present results is that Simon effects were completely absent with invariant stimulus location in Experiments 5 and 6, whereas previous studies still obtained reduced but still significant Simon effects with invariant stimulus locations (e.g., Simon & Rudell, 1967; Umiltà & Nicoletti, 1985; Zimba & Brito, 1995) . Both visual stimuli (e.g., Zimba & Brito, 1995) and auditory stimuli (e.g., Simon & Rudell, 1967) were used in these previous studies. An important methodological difference is that the location of the imperative stimulus was varied between blocks in the former studies, whereas the location of the imperative stimulus remained the same throughout our Experiments 5 and 6. Therefore, we assume that the need to readjust the focus of attention between blocks involved some shifts of attention from the old to the new location in the previous studies, which were sufficient to produce small Simon effects. By contrast, participants did not have to readjust the focus of attention in our experiment, which appeared to prevent Simon effects from occurring.
In summary, the results of the present study suggest that the variability of response features is more important for S-R correspondence than is the variability of irrelevant stimulus features. Lack of variability prevents the encoding of stimulus features for some dimensions (e.g., horizontal position) but not for others (e.g., numerosity), which are then represented in WM. The variability of response features on a dimension enables participants to represent and discriminate between responses on that dimension in WM, which is a necessary condition for stimulus codes to activate corresponding response codes in WM.
